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My Revision Notes: OCR GCSE (9–1) Geography B,
Second Edition Rhinegold Education
Exam Board: WJEC Level: GCSE Subject: Physics
First Teaching: September 2016 First Exam:
Summer 2018 Target success in Science with this
proven formula for effective, structured revision;
key content coverage is combined with exam-style
tasks and practical tips to create a revision guide
that students can rely on to review, strengthen and
test their knowledge. With My Revision Notes,
every student can: - Plan and manage a successful
revision programme using the topic-by-topic planner
- Consolidate subject knowledge by working through
clear and focused content coverage - Test
understanding and identify areas for improvement
with regular 'Now Test Yourself' tasks and answers
- Improve exam technique through practice
questions, expert tips and examples of typical
mistakes to avoid - Get exam ready with extra quick
quizzes and answers to the practice questions
available online Please note that some of the quizzes

from the WJEC GCSE My Revision Notes series are
also used in the WJEC GCSE Teaching and Learning
resources.
GCSE Success Edexcel Maths Higher Revision Guide (2010/2011 Hodder
Education
This volume covers the 2006 maths specifications for all exam boards,
since the elimination of the intermediate level that has been absorbed by
the higher and foundation levels. The text is laid out in 'sound bite' boxes
to aid recollection, with clearly labelled diagrams to add visual clarity and
demonstrate the subject matter.
The Independent Schools Guide 2011-2012 Hodder
Education
This Success Revision Guide offers accessible content to help
students manage their revision and prepare for the exam
efficiently. The content is broken into manageable sections and
advice is offered to help build students' confidence. Exam tips
and techniques are provided to support students throughout
the revision process.
Revision Notes: CCEA ICT for GCSE Rhinegold Education
Society for Educational Studies Annual Book Prize winner: 2nd
Prize This ground-breaking volume draws upon a rich and
variegated range of methodologies to understand more fully the
practices, policies and resources available in and to religious
education in British schools. The descriptions, explanations and
analyses undertaken here draw on an innovative combination of
policy work, ethnography, Delphi methods, Actor Network
Theory, questionnaires, textual analysis as well as theological and
philosophical insight. It traces the evolution of religious education
in a post-religious age from the creation of policy to the everyday
experiences of teachers and students in the classroom. It begins by
analysing the way in which policy has evolved since the 1970s with

an examination of the social forces that have shaped curriculum
development. It goes on to explore the impact and intentions of a
diverse group of stakeholders with sometimes competing accounts
of the purposes of religious educations. It then examines the
manner in which policy is, or is not, enacted in the classroom.
Finally, it explores contradictions and confusions, successes and
failures, and the ways in which wider public debates enter the
classroom. The book also exposes the challenge religious education
teachers have in using the language of religion.
GCSE Success Revision - MathsFoundation (2011 Exams)
Routledge
Revision topics and practice questions for GCSE Maths at
Higher level (Edexcel specification).
Gcse Succ Aqa Math High Rev Gd Collins
The Spiritual Scientist bridges the gap between science and spirituality to
give the reader an understanding of how energy works and how one can
balance and restore their energies to have a tranquil and peaceful life. The
book covers the scientific concepts of energy and the human body and
relates these concepts to their spiritual aspects. The scientific concepts will
be written in an accurate and a simple fashion, so the reader will be able to
understand these concepts without having a high degree of scientific
knowledge. The book will discuss the scientific concept first then relate
these to the spiritual aspect. The first chapter is an introduction to what
energy is in basic terms with equations and diagrams so the reader can fully
understand that every living thing has its own unique energy. Chapter 2
will describe energetic aura in detail as this is very important for the reader
to fully understand, as the book will focus on spiritual practices that can be
used to balance and restore energetic aura, including the chakra system.
Chapter 3 will describe the basic anatomy of the human body and will
describe the basic fundamental structures such as a cell and DNA, as well
as organs and bodily systems including the endocrine system. Chapter 4
will focus on the 13 chakras in the body. The 13 chakras are represented in
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the spiritual scientist’s logo. This chapter will help the reader understand
the different chakras in the body and identify when there is a problem or if
chakra is inactive, overactive or imbalanced. Chapters 5-7 will describe
specific spiritual practices including crystal healing and aromatherapy that
can be incorporated to ground, balance and restore ones' chakras. Chapter
8 will describe the basic function and structure of the brain and how
mindfulness techniques including meditations can be used to restore peace
and tranquility in ones' everyday life. The final chapter will be a guided step-
by step protocol combining all the knowledge learnt throughout the book to
create their own meditation kits to balance specific auras. Throughout the
book, there will be guided meditations and activities, so the reader will find
it easier to understand the importance of these spiritual practices and
incorporate them into everyday life.
My Revision Notes: GCSE English for CCEA Revision ePub Hodder
Education
Written by a team of experienced examiners and teachers with a
detailed knowledge of the new specification, this book gives you the
skills and reassurance you need to succeed. GCSE English for CCEA
Revision accompanies and supports the GCSE English language and
English for CCEA student book (9781444110944)
Edexcel IGCSE Chemistry Pearson Education
Oxford's AQA GCSE Science is a complete match to the new 2011
AQA GCSE science specifications. It provides more assessment,
better engagement and extra help with delivery so your students can
achieve the best grades. The Revision Guide contains a wealth of
activities to help students prepare for their exams and reach their
potential.
My Revision Notes: WJEC B GCSE Geography Coordination
Group Publication
This revision guide for Edexcel IGCSE Chemistry contains content
summaries and key points for all the topics in the specification. It
offers numerous revision questions to thoroughly prepare students for
their examinations, and also includes revision tips and techniques.
AQA GCSE Science Revision Guide Hodder Education
Aim for your best grade with this revision guide written specifically
for the 2012 linear GCSE Geography for WJEC B Specification.
This guide will help you revise effectively in the way you want to,
allowing you to plan and pace your revision according to your
learning needs, and to adapt and personalise with your own notes.
Written by an experienced author, teacher and examiner, you can be
confident that this guide will cover the facts and ideas you will be
expected to recall and be able to use in the exam. It accompanies the
second edition of GCSE Geography for WJEC B Student's Book. -
Understand what is required in the exam with exam tips and
guidance - Improve your examination skills with exam practice
questions and model answers online - Check your understanding of

the content and key terms with engaging activities and explanations of
key concepts - Plan and pace your revision with My Revision Planner
GCSE Child Development Revision Guide - 2011 Hodder
Education
GCSE Child Development Revision Guide - 2011GCSE
Success Revision - MathsFoundation (2011 Exams)Letts and
Lonsdale
My Revision Notes: Edexcel GCSE (9–1) Geography B Third
Edition Collins
This volume covers the 2006 GCSE maths specifications, since the
elimination of the intermediate level that has been absorbed by the
Higher and Foundation level.
The Spiritual Scientist OUP Oxford
Target success in Science with this proven formula for effective,
structured revision; key content coverage is combined with exam-
style tasks and practical tips to create a revision guide that students
can rely on to review, strengthen and test their knowledge. With My
Revision Notes, every student can: - Plan and manage a successful
revision programme using the topic-by-topic planner - Consolidate
subject knowledge by working through clear and focused content
coverage - Test understanding and identify areas for improvement
with regular 'Now Test Yourself' tasks and answers - Improve exam
technique through practice questions, expert tips and examples of
typical mistakes to avoid - Get exam ready with extra quick quizzes
and answers to the practice questions available online
GCSE Success Workbook - MathsHigher (2011 Exams) Hodder Education
Target success in WJEC Eduqas GCSE Religious Studies Route A with
this proven formula for effective, structured revision; key content coverage
is combined with exam-style tasks and practical tips to create a revision
guide you can rely on to review, strengthen and test their knowledge. With
My Revision Notes you can: - Plan and manage a successful revision
programme using the topic-by-topic planner - Consolidate subject
knowledge by working through clear and focused content coverage - Test
understanding and identify areas for improvement with regular 'Now Test
Yourself' tasks and answers - Improve exam technique through practice
questions, expert tips and examples of typical mistakes to avoid
Covering Christianity, Buddhism, Islam and Judaism Hodder Education
Unlock your full potential with this revision guide, fully updated for the
2017 specification, which focuses on the key content and skills you need to
know. With My Revision Notes for WJEC ICT for GCSE you can: - Take
control of your revision: plan and focus on the areas you need to revise
with content summaries and commentary from author Ian Paget. - Show
you fully understand key topics by using specific examples of ICT. - Apply
ICT terms accurately with the help of definitions and key words on all
topics. - Improve your skills to tackle specific exam questions with self-
testing and exam-style questions.

My Revision Notes: WJEC GCSE Physics Hodder Education
GCSE Physics Edexcel Revision Guide (with online edition)
My Revision Notes WJEC Eduqas GCSE Religious Studies
Route B Hodder Education
Set your students on track to achieve the best grade possible
with My Revision Notes. Our updated approach to revision will
help students learn, practise and apply their skills and
understanding. Coverage of key content is combined with
practical study tips and effective revision strategies to create a
guide that can be relied on to build both knowledge and
confidence. My Revision Notes: Eduqas GCSE (9-1) Geography
B will help students: - Develop subject knowledge by making
links between topics for more in-depth exam answers - Plan and
manage revision with our topic-by-topic planner and exam
breakdown introduction - Practise and apply skills and
knowledge with Exam-style questions and frequent check your
understanding questions, and answer guidance online - Build
quick recall with bullet- pointed summaries at the end of each
chapter - Understand key terms for the exam with user-friendly
definitions and a glossary - Avoid common mistakes and
enhance exam answers with Examiner tips - Improve subject-
specific skills with an Exam skills checkbox at the end of each
chapter
New GCSE Physics Hodder Education
Revision Notes: CCEA ICT for GCSE has been written by experienced
teachers and examiners so that you can be confident that it covers only the
facts and ideas you will be expected to recall and use in the exam. -
Essential facts are carefully organised to make revising easier. - Exams tips
show you how to avoid losing marks and get the best grade. - Check your
understanding questions support you in the run-up to the exams, with
answers provided free online at www.hodderplus.co.uk. This book will help
you plan and pace your revision to suit your learning needs and can be
integrated with other revision techniques you are using.
My Revision Notes WJEC Eduqas GCSE (9-1) Religious Studies
Route A Letts and Lonsdale
Unlock your full potential with these revision guides which focus on
the key content and skills you need to know. With My Revision Notes
for AQA GCSE Physics you can: - Take control of your revision:
plan and focus on the areas you need to revise with content
summaries and commentary - Show you fully understand key topics
by using specific case studies to add depth to your knowledge of
business issues and processes - Apply Psychology terms accurately
with the help of definitions and key words on all topics - Improve
your skills to tackle specific exam questions such as data response
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with self-testing and exam-style questions and answers - Get exam-
ready with last-minute quick quizzes at
www.hodderplus.co.uk/myrevisionnotes
Bridging the gap between science and spirituality Hodder
Education
This revision guide provides both the key content you need to
know for CCEA GCSE History and guidance on how to apply
it. It is designed to consolidate knowledge and understanding of
topics on the CCEA GCSE History specification and thoroughly
prepare you for your exams. It covers the following four topics: -
Germany 1918-39 - Peace, War and Neutrality: Britain,
Northern Ireland and Ireland 1932-49 - Changing
Relationships: Britain, Northern Ireland and Ireland 1965-85 -
The Cold War 1945-91 It helps you to: - Revise the key course
content by condensing topics into easy-to-revise chunks -
Understand the key concepts through targeted activities -
Remember what is required of you in your exams
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